institutional types-more gently described by Huber and Morreale as a "trading zone" (2002, p. 21) , but I prefer the metaphor of Robin Hood because, while it's true that we come for "advice, collaborations, references, methods, and colleagues to fill in whatever [our] own disciplinary communities cannot or will not provide" (p. 19), the legendary thief of Sherwood Forest emphasizes the passion to enrich others with an educational bounty at any cost.
At the conference's close, we bring our full sacks back to our campuses. In the coming months, we'll share some of the wealth with our students in the form of best practices grounded in research. As SoTL scholars, we will revisit our recently acquired spoils and ask new-and important-questions. As colleagues, we will add good questions and research-based answers to our exchanges about teaching and learning. Ultimately, we all benefit from this annual larceny.
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